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Abstract-The
impact of thermally induced valley/ridge circulations on the regional-scale transport of
pollutants is examined using a modeling approach. The approach consists of applying a numerical
meteorological model which provides the wind and turbulence fields used as input to a Lagrangian dispersion
model. A variety of generic simulations were performed. Results indicate a significant effect of the induced
local flows and the thermal stratification on the regional-scale transport. Both the time of the day in which the
cross valley/ridge transport occurs and the season of the year are found to be crucial in determining the
magnitude and form of the alterations. Conceptual general~tions of the model results are presented.
Key word index: Thermally-induced circulations, local circulations and their effect on regional transport,

numerical model transnort evaluations, dispersion modeling, mesoscale thermally forced circulations and
their effect on regional transport.
1. INTRODUCTION
During the past two decades, interest in regional-scale

(i.e. from 5 200 to N 2000 km) transport of polluted
air masses has continuously increased (e.g. Eliassen,
1980; Bhumrafkar and Teasley, 1984). This interest has
been motivated mostly by concerns such as acid
deposition
and visibility impairment
from distant
sources. Evaluations of the regional transport of
pollutants are usually done by means of trajectory
analysis (e.g. Wolff et al., 1977; Haagenson and Shapiro,
1979; Heffter, 1980; Henmi and Bresch, 1985; Samson,
1980; Artz et al., 1985 among others). Wind data for the
trajectory analyses are usually provided directly by the
synoptic meteorological radiosonde network or more
recently by numerical models (e.g. Warner et al., 1983).
However, because of the horizontal resolution of this
network (- 300 to w 500 km), it is incapable of
resolving the impact of mesoscale systems such as
v~ley/ridge penalty
induced flows which are generally of a horizontal
scale less than 200 km.
Additionally, the temporal resolution of observational
synoptic networks (typically 12 h) is comparable to the
lifetime of these mesoscale systems; thus, even the
temporal variations in the mesoscale induced flows
cannot be adequately sampled. The regional numerical
models generally have a grid spacing in the range of
25-100 km, so only atmospheric features larger than
around 1~~
km can be resolved (~surn~g that at
least four grid intervals are needed to resolve the
feature).
The mesoscale systems involved with valley/ridge
thermal forcing are anticipated to produce major
alterations of the regional pollution transport. They
are widespread in nature with typical examples including geographical locations such as the rugged terrain of
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the Colorado
River basin, the Appalachians
ridge-valley region, and the Rhine valley in Germany,
among others.
The present study is oriented toward an illustration
and evaluation of the impact of thermally induced
valley/ridge circulations on regional transport. For this
purpose several generic numerical mesoscale model
simulations were carried out while considering regional transport across an elongated valley/ridge
region. Refined horizontal and vertical grid resolutions
were adopted in order to adequately resolve the
meteorologi~i fields induced by these terrain features.
The numerical model provides the meteorological
wind and turbulence fields used as input to a
Lagrangian dispersion scheme (as outlined in section
2). Adopting these modeling tools, pollutant volumes
represented by fields of particles were followed as they
crossed the terrain. For these experiments, each assumed volume consisted of a dense array of particles
initially located on the boundary of the simulated
domain with a horizontal extent of 15 km and a depth
of several hundred meters. Such volumes were released
at different hours of the day, for summer and winter
conditions. Using the discrete volume releases it is
possible to infer the behavior of continuous transport
which can be viewed as an ensemble of such discrete
masses. Results of the model simulations are given in
section 3, while in section 4 a conceptual evaluation for
the generalized phenomenon is outlined.

2. MODELING ASPECTS

2.1. Numerical mesoscale meteorological model
The formulation of the numerical mesoscale model
used in the present study is given in detail in Pielke

(1974), Mahrer and Pielke (1977) and McNider and
Piclke (1981), and summarized in Pielke (1984). It has
been validated successfully in studies of mountain-valley thermally induced Bows such as those discussed
in the current paper (e.g. Segal er af., 1982; McNider
and Pielke, 1984; Abbs, 1986, among others). Since the
present study orientation is illustrative, the model was
applied along a simplified 2-D valley and ridge terrain
as shown in the figures in section 3. while assuming a
steady synoptic environment and clear-sky conditions.
Table 1 provides pertinent input parameters as well as
initial conditions for the meteorological model used in
the simulations. The model simulations commenced
around sunset. The initial ~tentia~ temperature and
specific humidity stated in Table 1 are assumed to be
horizontally uniform over the domain of the simulation. The initial wind within the boundary layer is
derived by an Ekman solution. Zero gradient boundary conditions are imposed for the prognostic variables
at the lateral boundaries.
2.2. Trnnsportjdispersion

model

A Lagrangian approach which uses the wind and
turbulence fields computed by the meteorological
model is applied to evaluate the transport and dispersion of pollutants under the coupling of synoptic
and thermally forced mountain-valley
flows. The
Lagrangian approach is based on the formulation
given in McNider (1981), and is described also in Pielke
et al. (1983) with additional refinements as reported in

Arritt (1985). Validation ot the Lagrangian model
reported in McNider (1981) and McNider et (I/. (1988)
documented its realistic performance.
The Lagrangian scheme consists of a large number
of particles representing a pollutant air mass, which are
advected and diffused laterally and vertically, changing
their locations, within time interval At, according to the
following formulation:
Xi(tfA~)=X,(T)+At[lii(t)+UT

(C)J (i= 1,2,3),

where
(x,. x2. x,) = (x, y, t) and (ur. u2, us) = (14.r, w),
iii is the explicitly resolvable ith velocity component as predicted by the mesoscaie model (iii
= uO,+ u;, where uO, is a synoptic wind component and ui the perturbation due to a mesoscale forcing), and
U;’ is the ith turbulent
velocity component. computed using a Markov process:
uj’(t+At) = R,,u;‘(t)f[l

-R;,J’.2~;“(tf

+ ‘,,/I’ - Rr,,,fwd*

RL,i is the Lagrangian

autocorrelation in the ith
direction which is parameterized here as
Rr., = exp ( - WT,, z1

0)

T,i is the Lagrangian time scale in the ith direction.

Summer
..-

_--_--

Input parameters
Latitude-37”
Latitude-37”
10 July solar radiation
21 December solar radiation
conditions
conditions
simulation start 2100 LST
simulation start 1700 LST
( - sunset)
( - sunset)
horizontal grid resolution-5 km
horizontal grid resolution-5 km
meteorological model time step-60
meteorological model time step--60 s
Lagrangian model time step ---20s
Lagrangian model time step-20 s
Initial conditions
Us-synoptic wind speed 2.5 ms
Us-synoptic wind speed 2.5 m s-- ’
(cross va~Iey/ridge)
(crossvaliey/~dge)
surface pressure loo0 mb
surface pressure 1000 mb
surface temperature 298 K
surface temperature 275 K
potential temperature lapse:
potential temperature lapse:

sa

(21

in which

Table 1. Specificationof model input parameters for the winter and summer cases
simulations
Winter

(I)

s

’

a< t50m;;i=OKj1000m
Z

~<350m;~=OK/lOOOm
dr

150~~<9OOm:~=10K/lOOOm

350 G z < 2450 m; g = 2 KjlaX m
*

I?@
900 s z < 5000 m; ;-. = 4KilOOO m
z

2450~:<96OOm~~=4K/lOOOm

surface specific humidity 4 g/kg
number of vertical levels-26

surface specific moisture 5 g/kg
number of vertical levels-26
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and u;” (t) is a random velocity component given
by
u;‘(t) = rui,

(4)

where
I is a normal random variate with zero mean and
unit variance, and C~is the standard deviation of
the ith subgrid-scale velocity component
Bi3 is the delta of Kronecker, and
w,, is the drift velocity correction (Legg and
Raupach, 1982) given by

Information needed to obtain RLi, TL,i and oi is
obtained from the mesoscale meteorological model
predictions following the parameterizations suggested
by Kaimal et al. (1976), Panofsky et al. (1977) and
Blackadar (1978). Detailed description
of the
Lagrangian module is given in McNider et al.
(1980) and McNider (1981). The particles are chemically, radiatively and buoy~tly passive. Particles contacting the surface are reflected.
In the present study a volume of particles is assumed
to be located on the upwind side of a valley/ridge
region, representing a fraction of a larger polluted air
mass which is transported by the synoptic flow toward
that terrain. The number of particles (324 per volume)
was specified to ensure, in general, a statistically
m~ningful representation of the dispersion characteristics. The particle mass consists initially of three
stratified layers differentiated graphically: the bottom
layer, a; the middle layer,//?; the upper layer, y (as
indicated on the figures). The graphical differentiation
of the pollutant volume into three layers enabled
resolving specific effects of the local circulations on the
transports. As the particles are transported toward the
valley-ridge region, they are dispersed by: (a) differential horizontal transport from the coupled synoptic and
valley/ridge horizontal flows, (b) differential vertical
transport from the mesoscale generated vertical velocities (the synoptic scale flow was assumed in these
experiments to have no vertical motion), and (c)
diffusion due to turbulence (the turbulence intensity, in
a given layer, which is related to influences such as the
thermal stability, the wind shear, and the depth of the
boundary layer).

3. RESULTS

predicted wind fields and thermal structure are provided in this subsection.
3.2. Transport patterns
In order to examine the influence of the thermallyforced flow on dispersion, the ~llu~t
mass was
followed for about 24 h. Meteorological data used to
obtain the individual particle movement were obtained
from the summer and winter meteorological simulations, according to the formulation presented in
section 2.2. The pollutant mass, as represented initially
by three stratified layers of pollution, was input at
different times of the day enabling a projection as to the
diurnal impact of flow and turbulent on a continuous
transport of a polluted air mass over such terrain. The
initial height of the pollutant layers corresponds to a
relatively shallow planetary boundary layer (PBL)
situation reflecting adverse regional air quality conditions. Table 2 provides information relating to the
various cases considered in the following result
description.

3.3. M~teoro~ogi~al~elds-ua~iey case
a. Winter case. Examples of the nocturnal meteorological fields as computed at 0500 LST (reflecting the
peak of the nocturnal development for the first night)
are presented in Fig. 1. The assumed synoptic flow is
2.5 m s- ’ directed from left to right in the figures (i.e.
west-east). In Fig. la the cross valley component of the
wind is presented, and except for the shallow drainage
flows along the slopes and their return circulations,
above the valley the synoptic flow is almost undisturbed. The nocturnal downward vertical velocities
along the valley slopes associated with the shallow
drainage are noticeable (Fig. la, dashed contours). In
the valley center, the horizontal convergence of the
drainage flows leads to upward vertical velocities. The
nocturnal surface inversion is relatively shallow, deepening somewhat at the valley bottom as evident in
the potential temperature illustration (Fig. le). The
potential temperature structure above the valley top is
only slightly perturbed from its initial synoptic profile.
The daytime meteorological fields are presented for
1400 LST illustrating a relatively shallow upslope flow
layer with wind speeds not exceeding 3 m S-I (Fig. lb).
TabIe 2. Description of the simulated transport cases according to hour of particles release, season and terrain
specification
Case
No.

3.1. Meteorological fields
The valley/ridge terrain circulations were simulated
for mod-latitude winter and summer cases. The valley
and the ridge generic cases have a depth and a height of
800 m, respectively, with a slope steepness of l/100.
The meteorological model simulations began at sunset
and continued for 36 h. Selective illustrations of the
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f
3
4
5
6
I
8

Season
winter
winter
summer
summer
winter
winter
summer
summer

Release
hour (LST)
0500
2100
0500
2100
0500
2100
0500
2100

Terrain
characteristics
valley
valley
valley
valley
ridge
ridge
ridge
ridge

Fig. No.
3
4
5
6
9
10
11
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Fig. 1. Representative meteorological fields for the cross-valfey transport cases (westerly synoptic flow) for nighttime (0500 LST), and for daytime (1400 LST), winter case; (a) and (b) u component of the wind (cross valley) given in
m s _ *; dashed contours (shaded) indicate negative values of u (i.e. easterly flow); (c)and {d)vertical velocities given in
cm s _’ ; dashed contours (shaded)indicate negative values of vertical velocities (i.e.subsidence);(e)and (f) potentia?
temperature (K).

J~tensificat~on of the synoptic JJow above the western
slope had resulted due to the bfocking effect of the
thermally induced flow, and resulted in a flow with a
peak value of 5 ms-‘.
Upward vertical velocities
involved with the thermal slope circulations and the
blocking along the western slope are reJativeiy week
(Fig. Id). Since surface sensible heat fluxes are relatively

low during this season of the year, the deveJoPm~nt of
the daytime PBL is Jimited genera& to less than 1 km,
as evident in the potential temperature structure (Fig.
if). Note that the PBL (i.e. mixing depth) is associated
with nearly constant potential temperature with
height, ~di~ting neutral thermaJ s~at~~~tion.
b. Sunrnrer case. Figures 2a and 2c present the 0.500
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Fig. 2. Representative meteorological fields far the cross-valley transport cases (westerly synoptic flow) for nighttime (0500 LST), and for daytime (1400 LST), summer case; (a) and (b) Ycomponent of the wind (cross valley) given
in m s- ‘; dashed contours (shaded) indicate negative values of u (i.e.easterly flowk(c)and (d) vertical velocities given
in cm s- l; dashed contours (shaded) indicate negative values of vertical velocities (i.e. subsidence (e) and (f)
potential temperature (K).

LST cross-valley wind and vertical velocity components, res~tjvely,
which are somew~t more intense compared to the corresponding winter case
pattern. The drainage flow during the summer in these
simu~a~ons is slightly more intense as compared to the
winter case. The potential temperature pattern at 0500
LST (Fig. 3e) resembles that of the winter case.

At 1400 LST (Figs 2b, 2d and 2f) there exists a
quali~tive s~il~ity
to the met~roiogi~
fields obtained in the corresponding winter casq however, the
intensities of the thermally induced flows, the vertical
velocity at the ~nvergen~
zone, the depth of the
mixing layer and the turbulence are greater as the
sensible heat fluxes in this season are more intense.

M.
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3.4. Transport

patterns-vallep

SKiAL

case

a. Winter case. In case 1 (see Table 2) the initial

location of the polluted mass (with a depth of 320 m
and a horizontal size of 15 km) is indicated in Fig. 3a. It
is differentiated graphi~ly
into three layers (~ttom
layer, Z: middle layer. @;upper layer, 7). By 1400 LST
the mass (Fig. 3b) is located along the western slope,
and is well mixed to a depth of about 1 km. During that
period of the day the opposing upslope flows are at
their peak, so that the transport is slowed. As the
nocturnal drainage becomes established, the shallow
and thermally stable drainage flow affects the bottom
of the mass (Fig. 3~). However, as a result of weak
turbulence in that layer, the mass is mostly transported
above the lower elevation of the valley by the dominant
synoptic flow at higher elevations (i.e. separation of
flows) (Fig. 3~). By 0500 LST, 24 h following the release
(Fig. 3d), it is evident that the major portion of the
mass was transported above the valley, while only a
small portion was affected by the nocturnal drainage
drcuiation, and was thus trapped within the valley
bottom.
A retease at 2100 LST (case 2) is affected during the

6’1 ui.

nocturnal period by a vertical shear of the horrzontal
wind as the drainage flow coupling with the synoptic
flow is more pronounced within the surface layer
(Fig. 4a). By 0300 LST the mass was advected to the
west slope, with turbulence evident in the mixing of the
previously horizontally homogeneous layers ot particles. The bottom layer (r) which was at the Ieading
edge of the mass over the flat terrain is, in the new
rearrangement, at the edge of the mass, while the top
layer (y) is primarily at the back end of the mass. At
noon (Fig. 4c), the mass is well mixed vertically within
the PBL which has a similar depth to the valley. By
2100 LST (Fig. 4d) the particles have become well
mixed within the valley as a result of the daytime
turbulence and the beginning of the nocturnal drainage
effect. Particles above the valley depth have been
advected out of the valley by the synoptic flow.
b. Summer cuse. Daytime upslopes and mixing
depth are more pronounced in the summer cases. as
compared to the winter case; thus a ditferent impact on
transport is expected. The initial depth of the pollutant
mass for the summer case (Fig. 5a; case 3) is larger
(620 m) compared to the winter case since the mixing
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Fig. 3. Features of pollutant particles dispersion at several selected hours (case 1).
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Fig. 4. Features of pollutant particles dispersion at several selected hours (case 2).

layer (in which the initial pollutant mass is assumed to
be confined) is typically deeper in the summer. By 1400
LST (Fig. 5b), in addition to the deep mixing, the
development of two vertical branches of particles is
simulated: the left-hand side reflects upward venting at
the convergence zone between the synoptic and upslope flows; the right-hand one is due to the sinking by
the downward vertical velocities within the middle of
the valley. [Such daytime sinking in the valley center is
confirmed by observations and is thought to have a
major impact on the dissipation of nocturnal inversions in valleys (Whiteman and McKee, 1978)]. The
separate branches largely disappeared by 1700 (Fig. SC)
as the mass generally advected eastward and mixed
further. During the nocturnal period above the valley
height, the pollution is advected out ot the domain as
the downslope drainage wind circulation is shallow.
The drainage flow coupled with the synoptic flow
clears the particles from the west side of the slope as
shown for 0500 LST (Fig. Sd) which reflects the end of
the nocturnal flow. Compared to the equivalent winter
case (case l), during the summer mixing is deeper,
thereby providing a mechanism for advection out of the

valley for a large portion of the particles, although
during the night, a portion is trapped within the valley
as the boundary layer stabilizes.
Changing the time of release to 2100 LST (case 4)
causes the particles to be advected into the valley
during the night. The o!particles affected by the drainage
flow are in front, with the y particles lagging aloft
(Fig. 6a). As a result, in the morning the particles in the
middle of the valley become mixed vertically, with the CL
and /I particles in the front of the mass and the y
particles in the back edge of the mass (Fig. 6b). As the
daytime upslope developed, particles were advected
along both slopes (Fig. 6c). In the evening as the
nocturnal circulations become re-established, the eastern slope particles tend to be advected out of the
eastern boundary, while the rest tend to be trapped in
the valley for the night.
3.5. Meteorological fields-ridge

case

a. Winter case. Figures 7a, 7c ahd 7f present the
nocturnal period peak patterns of the meteorological
fields for the winter flow over the ridge illustrated in the
figure (0500 LST). A significant intensification of the
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Fig. 5. Features of pollutant particles dispersion at several selected hours (case 3).

flow from the synoptic wind resulted by that hour, as a
result of the forced ascent over the ridge, in the stable
background thermal stratification; Fig. 7a. Shallow
drainage flow along the western slope is also noticeable, with strong downward vertical velocities over
the eastern dope. A shallow surface nocturnal inversion is predicted in the simulated domain (Fig. 7e). This
is in addition to the stabilization along the east slope of
the lower atmosphere involved with the contraption of
the flow passing the ridge top.
By 1400 LST the intense downward flow along the
east slope had diminished as a neutral stratification
developed in the Iower atmosphere (Fig. 7b). The
daytime upslope flow along this slope was shifted
toward the flat terrain region; the related convergence
is ret?ected there by the upward cell of vertical velocities. Therefore, the PBL along the west slope is
considerably shallower than that along the eastern
slope, as evident from the thermal stratification structure (see Fig. 7f).
b. Summer case. The meteorological fields reflecting
the nocturnal period during the summer with a synoptic flow of 2.5 ms-’ are shown in Fig. 8. Drainage

Sow is evident along both slopes, with the western
dope consisting of a shallow layer (fndicated by the
dashed contours), while the eastern slope is coupled
with the flow which has been intensified dynamically as
it crossed the ridge. The resultant surface wind speeds
along the eastern slope, reach a peak of around
10 m s- ’ (Fig. ga). The vertical velocity pattern (Fig. 8~)
consists of downward vertical velocities along both
slopes. The nocturnal surface inversion is relatively
shallow but intense along the lower terrain of the
simulated domain where the surface wind speeds are
relatively low (Fig. 8e).
The daytime mesoscale meteorological fields are
presented for 1400 LST in Figs 8b, 8d and 8f. The
upslope flow aiong the western side of the ridge is
supported by the synoptic flow, and penetrates to the
lee side of the ridge where it converges with the
~e~l~y-for~
eastern upslope tlow. An inter&cation of the westerly fkrw is associated with the return
flow computed aloft in the upper layers of the PBL
above the eastern slope (Fig. 8b). Theconvergence zone
along the eastern slope generates intense vertical
velocities with peak values of above 50 cm s- ’ by this

&pact of valiey/~dge thermally induced circulations on ~llu~t
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Fig. 6. Features of pollutant particles dispersion at several selected hours (case 4).

hour (Fig. Sd). The strong surface heating during the
daytime in summer leads to the development of a
relatively deep mixing fayer, as evident from the
potential temperature field shown in Fig. 8f. The
vertically oriented potential temperature contours illustrate the thermally neutral stratification associated
with the PBL. It is also worth noting the relatively
deeper PBL depth within the convergence zone along
the eastern slope, which resulted from the strong
upward vertical velocities in that location.
3.6. Transport patterns-ridge

case

a. Winter case. The initial position of the polluted
air mass for case 5 where the release is at 0500 LST is
provided in Fig. 9a. The advection of the mass in the
early hours of the winter morning is associated with a
vertical shear of the horizontal wind and a lack of deep
turbulence (Pig. 9b). As the PBL develops in the
morning and reaches the top of the simulated potlution mass, the PBL turbuience causes a well mixed
layer vertically, but the horizontal distribution of the
particles is non-uniform. The horizontal differenti-

ation between the a, j.3and y particles is quite noticeable
(Fig. SC).This distribution of particles resulted because
the vertical shear of the horizontal wind (before the
strong mixing developed) caused the top layer particles
y to be located at the front of the polluted mass, while
the bottom layer partides (a) are in the back. This
configuration is still observed at 1700 LST, as the mass
continues to be advected along the slope, despite
increased vertical mixing.
Case 6 involves a 2100 LST release. As a result of the
weak turbulence and the existence of wind shear
during the night in the lower atmosphere (see Fig. 7a),
the mass is stretched horizontally as it is transported
toward the ridge (Fig. lOa). At 0900 LST the y layer
particles are advected downward along the east slope
where the strong slope wind has not yet diminished
entirely, white the a layer particles are lagging along the
west slope. Vertical mixing by turbulence is evidently
involved with an advection of the mass out of the
domain with continued vertical mixing noted at 1500
LST (Fig. 1Oc).By 2100 LST essentially only the initial
lower layer of particles (a) remains within the simulated domain,
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Fig. 7. Representative meteorologica fields for the cross-ridge transport cases (westerly synoptic Row) for nighttime (0500 LST),and for daytime (1400 I-ST),winter case; (a) and (b) u component of the wind (cross valley) given in
m s _ I. dashed contours (shaded) indicate negative values of u (i.e. easterly Bowk (c)and (d) vertical velocities given in
cm s-‘; dashed contours (shaded) indicate negative values of vertical velocities (i.e. subsidence); (e) and (f) potential
temperature (IL).

b. Summer case. Figure II presents the features
involved with a summer release at 0500 LST (case 7).
During the day, as the PBL is more developed and the
slope circulation becomes more intense as compared to
the winter case, the dispersion features are enhanced
(e.g. for 1700 LST compare Fig. 1lb for the summer
case with Fig. 9d for the winter). The opposing upslope

flow on the eastern slope, and the location of a
horizontal wind convergence zone there, ted in the later
hours to the transport of the pollutants aloft (i.e.
venting) in that region, as evident from Figs 11~4
Finally, a release at 2100 LST is presented (Fig. 12).
During the nocturnal period, in the absence of significant turbulence and with downslope nocturnal flow in
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replaced by eastward synoptic flow
aloft, a horizontal spread of the particles by the
differential vertical profile of the horizon~~ wind is
expected. Figure 12a illustrates that the a particles
lagged above the lower western slope, while the y
particles reached the ridge top by 0600 LST. At WOO
LST as vertical convective mixing began to take place,
the horizontal differentiation between the a, B and y
the low elevation

particles remained well defined. The daytime convergence zone which developed along the western slope
caused an upward venting of pollutants, which being
transported to above the upslope wind iayer, were then
advected westward by the dominating synoptic flow
(Figs 12~4. Note that during these processes the
spatial differentiation between the a, fi and y particles
remained.
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AND GENERAL

EVALUATIONS

IMPACT ON REGIONAL

OF

TRANSPORT

In this section additional evaluations are provided as
to the impact of valley/ridge circulations on regional
scale transport under generalized conditions. As
evaluated in the previous section, the timing of arrival
of a polluted volume of air to the location of the
valley/ridge circulation is critical in the determination
of the subsequent transport features. The typical
regional pollutant transport to such an area can be
viewed as a continuous passage of such volumes of
pollution (with their vertical extent determined by the
daytime mixing layer depth). Hence the overall impact
of the valley/ridge structures on regional transport can
be projected by interpreting the impact on several
representative volumes of air while also considering
the non-steady characteristics of related mesoscale
meteorological fields. Based on the simulation results,
it is suggested that in the presence of a directionally
sheared ambient synoptic flow with height, venting
upwards of the pollutant in the mesoscale convergence
zones as illustrated in some of the simulations could

also cause changes in the general direction of the
transport.
When polluted air masses such as those considered
in the present study are transported under the same
ambient synoptic conditions, but over uniform flat
terrain, the following main features are expected:
steady transport (with the synoptic flow intensity of
2.5 m s- ’ in the present study) with the pollutant air
mass somewhat extended by diffusion laterally with
time, as well as extended vertically with the daytime
growth of the PBL. The simulated cases in our study
illustrate the extent that the non-uniform
terrain
results in more complex transport patterns, as a result
of the substantial spread of the pollutant particles by
the spatially non-uniform wind field and its temporal
variations. Additionally the study provides evaluations
as to the significance of the local accelerations and
decelerations of the transport caused by thermallyforced mesoscale flow.
The present study focused on terrain with 2-D
symmetry. This situation can be regarded as realistic
for many real world topographical features. Obviously
when 2-D symmetry cannot be considered, a distortion
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of the features obtained in the present study is to be
expected. However, the features involved with the
fundamental physical processes illustrated in the 2-D
cases presented in this study should be retained also in
3-D structured terrain.
The following qualitative evaluations are suggested
in order to generalize the situations simulated in the
present study. The evaluations are based on widely
accepted physical concepts relating to flow in complex
terrain.
(a) Valley/ridge aspect ratio effcts
Generally, a larger aspect (ratio of typical vailey/ridge depth to its typical width) tends to intensify
both the daytime and night-time induced thermal
flows. Therefore, with an increased aspect, the daytime
convergence zone generated by coupled synoptic and
valley flows would tend to be located in the higher
elevations of the slope, and be involved with stronger
upward vertical velocities. Consequently, more intense
venting of pollutants to upper layers should be expected, causing a transport of the pollutants out of the
valley.
(b) Synoptic .fiow: cross-u~~~eye$ects
As the intensity of the synoptic flow increases, the
daytime upsiope circulation (and the convergence

zone) shifts downslope (e.g. Davidson and Rao, 1963),
thus the impact of the valley circulation on the
modification of the regional scale transport reduces.
On the other hand, as the aspect increases synoptic
flow tends to be separated from the low elevation
thermaily induced flows (e.g. Segal et al., 1983). The
direction of the synoptic flow relative to the valley is
also of signi~~nt importance in the determination of
the impact on the transported polluted air mass. When
the synoptic flow crosses the valley perpendicularly an
asymmetric interaction with the daytime valley circulation results, with an emphasized convergence zone in
the front slope. When the synoptic flow is along the
valley direction, the development of circulations tends
to be symmetric along its bottom.
(c) Synoptic $0~: cross-ridge efects
To provide a bulk evaluation of the dynamical
features which are involved with flow crossing a ridge,
the Froude number, F, fFr = U/Nh where U is the
synoptic flow speed; N is the Brunt Vaisala frequency,
and h is the ridge he&h&Xcan be used (see, for example,
Smith (1979) for tbemy and discussion of airffow over
elevated terrain and Arritt et al. (1987) for mode1
evaluations). As F, redwes (i.e. ambient thermal
stability and/or h inc~ea$ss, or U decreases) blocki~ of
the cross ridge flow akmg the front slope and its

Impact of valley/ridge thermally induced circulations on pollutant transport

acceleration along the lee slope become significant. On
the other hand, as the thermal strati~~tion tends to
neutral and/or h reduces, or if U increases, the flow
streamlines tend to follow the ridge relief without a
significant alteration in its intensity (e.g. compare
Fig. 7a and Fig. 8a which are involved with different
ambient thermal stratifications).
(d) PBL depth
The depth of the daytime upslope flow layer (under
light synoptic flow) is about the same as the depth of
the PBL (e.g. Ye et al., 1988a), thus the PBL depth

provides an indication of the impact of the valley/ridge
circulation on the synoptic scale transport. Daytime
development of the PBL causes downward mixing of
horizontal momentum, thus suppressing the upslope
flow on the lee side of a ridge, and eliminating the
convergence zone in that location when the synoptic
flow is verticaIly sheared and opposing the upslope
gow (e.g. Banta, 1984, 1986). In such cases upward
venting of pollutants on the lee side of a mountain is
replaced by downslope transport of the pollutants.
Similar situations can be assumed also in valley cases.
(e) Surface characteristics
The surface characteristics may substantially affect
the generated valley/ridge circulations, mostly during
the daytime hours. The sensible heat fIux from the
surface into the atmosphere is the driving force
affecting the intensity of the valley/ridgecirculation (as
well as affecting the depth of the PBL). Wet and
vegetated slopes tend to reduce sensible heat fluxes and
the intensity of the generated circulation
(e.g.
Ookouchi et al., 1984). A similar effect, however much
more pronounced, is expected along slopes covered by
snow (e.g. Ohata et al., 1981).
(f) Other iqjfuences
Cloudiness reduces the incoming solar radiation at
the surface and consequently reduces the surface
sensible heat flux during the day. As a result the
daytime thermally induced upslope circulations may
become significantly retarded (e.g. Segal ef al., 1986).
Nocturnal cloudiness somewhat increases the incoming long-wave radiation at the surface (e.g. Oke, 1978)
and reduces the radiative cooling due to long-wave
radiation flux divergence, thus tending to suppress the
drainage flow (e.g. Ye et al., 1988b). Finally, it is worth
noting that heavily polluted air masses affect to some
degree the radiative transfer in the atmosphere (e.g.
Reck and Iiummei, 1981), and thus also may have a
secondary effect on the buildup of the slope
circulations.
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